Abstract-Wireless sensors implementation in process automation applications is a forwarding step for wireless sensor network. Autonomous network structure is considered as an option for such implementation. Autonomous wireless sensor/actuator networks require a target-oriented routing algorithm. In the first section the perception of autonomous network with an example is explained. It is clarified which features from the routing algorithm are expected. In the second section, Sequential Coordinate Routing Algorithm (SCAR) is proposed and its development, functionality and properties are discussed. Besides the target-oriented property as a main feature of the SCAR, based on the mathematical claim and its proof, it is shown how the minimum energy consumption is taken into consideration. By realizing the core of the routing algorithm, it is presented that not only void problem does not exist like other algorithms but also it is easy to compute. By this algorithm any two nodes are able to communicate to each other without need to pass message through central node of the network.
I. INTRODUCTION
During working on the autonomous logistic system, the intelligent container project is defined. In order to develop the intelligent container, implementation of wireless sensor network is considered for monitoring and controlling the inner environment of the container [17] . By generalizing this application to process automation applications it was realized that the autonomous structure is a good option for traditional central network structure.
As practical example, implementing Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) for Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system can be named. As empirical example, suppose that in a floor of a building there are some rooms. By implementing wireless temperature sensors, the rooms' temperature should be controlled. The windows, the ventilator's fan and valve are equipped with the wireless nodes. The cold water valve of the general chiller device is equipped with the wireless transceiver too (Fig. 1) . The control task for each room is defined so when the temperature is more than a specific value, for example 22°c, the windows is closed and cold water valve is opened then after ten minutes the ventilator's fan should be run. In order to control this floor the traditional structure suggests putting a central controller for the floor and connecting the sensors and actuators to this center. Sensors send their data to this center. The center makes decision and sends instructions to the actuators. This structure is called central network structure. In the autonomous network structure, each sensor measures the temperature and makes decision then the sensor sends instruction directly to the actuators. In this network the routing algorithm should support message transmission between any two arbitrary nodes.
At first glance, the intuitive advantage of autonomous sensor network is that if some nodes fail down, the rest of the control tasks and network are still running and just assigned control task to these nods are down where as in central network by falling the center, entire network and tasks will be failed. In other works other advantage of autonomous structures are presented. Reference [19] shows that for the same number of decision makings the autonomous network consume less energy than central network and network energy consumption is distributed over the nods more evenly than central network. This means that the autonomous network is more robust and needs less maintenance. In the research [18] it is presented that the sample number for the sensor in autonomous WSN can be higher than the same one in central network, therefore better network functionality and control quality are achievable.
This paper is about the new routing algorithm for autonomous WSN. Generally central sensor network in the process automation application functions so that the sensors send their data to a center and the center performs the control tasks and sends instruction(s) to the actuators. In autonomous sensor network the center does not perform control task any more. The control tasks are run in sensors. They measure the sensing values, perform programmed control tasks and make decisions. If they need information from other sensors for making decisions, they ask the other nodes for their information. After this step, they directly send instruction to actuator(s). In this way the center of the network does not have the role for performing the control tasks, asking other sensors' information, making decisions and sending instructions to actuators. It implies that in an autonomous network any two arbitrary nodes should be able to communicate with each other directly.
Since the nodes in WSN are supplied with normal batteries, their radio range is short for sake of energy consumption reduction. Therefore direct communication is not possible in some cases and mesh topology is applied for such network. In mesh topology the messages are routed from one node to another up to destination [4] . This is the reason a routing algorithm is required.
As it is mentioned in order to establish an autonomous WSN, a routing algorithm is needed so that two arbitrary nodes (sensors or actuators) can communicate with each other without needing the center for sending instructions or acquiring information. This kind of algorithm is called target-oriented algorithm in contrast to sink-oriented algorithm, in which two sensors for communication need to pass their data through the center of the network. As example for sink-oriented algorithms, GRAdient [5] , DMSTRP [11] and LEACH [15] can be named. Based on the aforementioned explanation the routing algorithm for autonomous network ought to be target-oriented. Targetoriented as first expectation property from routing algorithm was the main motivation of developing Sequential Coordinate Routing Algorithm (SCAR). This property was also the reason for rejecting the GRAdient, DMSTRP and LEACH as an option for establishing autonomous network.
TmoteSky motes from Moteiv are taken as a typical sample for wireless sensor nodes in WSN. They are supplied with two batteries and they have 8 MHz event driven microcontroller from MSP 430 family [10] . The transceiver chip is CC2420 which supports programmable output. This transceiver chip is compatible with IEEE 802.15.4 which is the standard for Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area Network (LR-WPAN) [13] . This standard is developed for data communication with a low data rate for mobile or fixed devices without battery or very low battery consumption [13] .
Because of these hardware limitations, they are not suitable for supporting the real time property in the continuous control systems. For this reason WSN is considered for discrete event control applications, for example turning on-off the actuators. On the other hand since the radio range of the wireless nodes are short due to battery power supply, Therefore it is expected that the routing algorithm considers the possible low energy consumption for sake of minimum battery energy consumption and reduction of maintenance cost [4] . Another expectation of the routing algorithm is that it should not include complex computation for the nodes due to having a weak processor.
Proactive algorithms are almost table driven and do not need computation [6] because each message contains a table of intermediate forwarding nodes ID. But in case of large number of nodes and communications in the network, they need large memory because when the number of nodes of the network increases and nodes are supposed to communicate with many other nodes, they need large memory to store the path table for routing. On contrary reactive algorithm computes the next forwarding node's ID based on the node's local and destination information, therefore it does not need a big memory. For this reason the reactive algorithm has priority to proactive for WSN regarding to the memory requirement but it is preferred that the reactive algorithm has easy computation.
Some routing algorithms such as GPSR [7] , GEAR [14] and TBR [8] are target-oriented and use a kind of positioning system like global or local positioning system. But refer to battery supply of the nodes and concerning to decrease the complexity, it is preferred not to use any kind of embedding part and use the possibilities which are provided by the nodes. In the proposed algorithm in the next section, the energy detection [13] which is provided in IEEE 802.15.4 is replaced instead of any positioning system.
Another property of the sensor layer network which is considered in this paper is that the network topology is static. The nodes can move in the radio range of each other as far as they stay connected to their neighbors but generally the topology is static. That is implied from our application. For example in an intelligent container [17] , the containers moves but its inner environment is considered relatively static. Since the routing algorithms such as AODV [16] and ZRP [6] which are designed for mobile network, pay their own cost in terms of energy consumption for mobility which is not necessary for these applications, therefore this property and supporting algorithms are neglected.
Based on all these expectations and not finding the proper routing algorithm, a new one is developed. This algorithm is target-oriented, considers the minimum energy transmission consumption, it has easy computation, and it does not need any embedded devices such as positioning system. This algorithm has two phases: a setting up algorithm phase and a normal operation phase.
The autonomous network could have a station as cluster head for monitoring the system or communicating with other clusters but it does not have any role for controlling the cluster any more. This station could be used for a setting up phase of routing algorithm. If there was no such station, a handheld or setting device is used for routing algorithm setting up phase.
In the setting up phase, all the sensors send their data to cluster-head or a setting handheld device. It realizes the network graph and extracts the Minimum Length Tree (MLT). Then it assigns a unique coordinates to each node and sends back coordinates to each node. In the operation phase the cluster head does not have any role in message routing or performing the control tasks. The messages in this phase are routed based on the sequential coordinates of each node. This algorithm is called Sequential Coordinate Routing Algorithm (SCAR).
II. SCAR: SEQUENTIAL COORDINATE ROUTING ALGORITHM
Suppose there is a three dimensional space, mathematically this space could be realized by three independent vectors. Any point can be represented by mapping of its vector from reference point on these three base vectors. Direction of one point to another one can be represented by the vector from one to another. It implies that for finding direction in three dimensional space, there should be at least three independent elements. In the routing algorithms which use positioning systems like GPSR, GEAR and TBR this three elements are geographical coordinates x, y and z. In the proactive algorithms, they neglect this base idea because they do not compute the path; they already know it or they flood a message in any direction to find the path. In sinkoriented algorithms such as GRAdient there is just required transmission energy as one of three elements, therefore finding direction is just one dimensional. The GRAdient inspired the idea of taking the transmission energy consumption or channel attenuation as one of the independent element to represent the WSN space.
In Logical Coordinate routing algorithm (LCR) the sequence from multiple sink are arranged as coordinates and message are routed based on these coordinates. This algorithm has this bug that the two nodes can be in the same distance from a sender node; therefore the greedy algorithm is not able to find direction. This is why it is not possible to use it as target-oriented. This claim is verified with a random distribution topology and simulation in Matlab. LCR inspired the idea of combining the transmission energy consumption as coordinates' element. There is still problem of having loop during the routing like LCR. Considering MSP [18] protocol in Cisco routers and considering minimum energy consumption, taking a MLT became another choice to make routing algorithm. Configuration of these elements is described in follow.
In this algorithm one unique coordinate is assigned to each node and the message is routed based on the receiver and intermediate nodes' coordinates. The MLT of the network graph is the base for coordinates assigning. The MLT is divided into a trunk and a number of branches. If sender and receiver are on the same branch, the message will be routed over the branch. If they are on different branches of the trunk, at first the message will be routed to the trunk, then it travels over the trunk and enters the receiver branch to arrive at the receiver. For achieving this process, the network graph is realized and the MLT is extracted. Next, the coordinates are generated and assigned.
A. Seting up Phase
Extract the MLT of the network: After placement of the wireless nodes, setting up algorithm phase begins. The nodes start to broadcast a "Hello" message in full radio range. This message includes the senders ID. Any node which receives the message measures the received signal strength and sends back its ID, signal strength and the sender ID. The sender computes the difference between transmitted signal and received signal strength. This difference represents the Channel Attenuation Value (CAV). The sender makes a table of the neighbors ID and their CAVs. This process will be done for all nodes. After accomplishing this step, all the nodes start to send their CAV table to the head-cluster or monitoring station described in the section 1 by simple flooding. For assurance of message delivery, they can wait for the acknowledge signal (ACK). In order to decrease the energy consumption the data fusion mechanism [15] can be applied. Now the base node has the tables from all nodes. It knows that which nodes are connected with their CAVs. With this information, the base node realizes the network graph adjacency list or matrix [1] . This graph is made of vertices, edges and edges' weight which represent the nodes, nodes' connectivity and channel attenuation. This graph is connected graph [3] , because if any node is isolated and does not have any connection to any other nodes, it was not be able to send its data. We assume that there is no such node because it will be useless. Based on this connected graph MLT is extracted by Kruskal algorithm [3] . Based on the definition, the Tree is a connected graph without any cycle, it means that for moving from one node to another one there is just one path [3] .
Maybe more than one Tree can be extracted, but there is just one Tree so that the summation of its edge's weight (channel attenuation) is minimal. This tree is called Minimum Length Tree. If the network operates for infinite times and control tasks are distributed over the network randomly, it means generally the message transmissions could happen between any two arbitrary nodes (sensors or actuators); therefore by choosing MLT it is expected that the network energy consumption become minimal in comparison to other Trees. In other words, in general case the network energy consumption for each transmission directly depends on the summation of the edges' weight on the path from one node to another one; we call it as distance of two nodes. The total network energy consumption is the summation of the energy consumption of each transmission; therefore it is proportional to the summation of distances. We claim that the average distance summation is proportional to the summation of the tree's edges' weight (this claim is proved in the form of theorem 1 in below). Then if the tree with minimum summation of edges is chosen then the network energy consumption is minimal over total operation time. This average over infinite times is equal to summation of all pairs of node distances because the probability of repetition of one transmission over infinite time is the same as the others.
Theorem 1: The average of distance summation of all two nodes on the tree with n vertices are equal summation of all edges' weight multiple by (2/n).
Proof: For calculating the distance summation between all pair of nodes in a tree, the number of repetition of each edge's weight can be computed. We pick a random node and call it m 0 and suppose k edges is connected to this node (node degree = k). We arrange the nodes in k clusters like Fig. 2 .
Each cluster is separated from other clusters, because in case of connection of two nodes in different clusters we will have a cycle inside the tree which contradicts with definition of tree. Each cluster i has n i nodes. Obviously 1 ... 
Now for reaching to node m 0 from nodes inside the cluster 1, e 01 is passed n 1 times. It means that in the distance summation of nodes inside the cluster 1 and node m 0 , e 01 is repeated n 1 times. Now suppose that we want to reach to node m 1 from nodes inside the clusters 2…k. For each cluster i, e 01 is repeated n i times. Then for reaching to the node m 1 from the remained clusters the coefficient of e 01 in distance summation of node m 1 and nodes inside the clusters 2…k is equal to n 2 +…+n k . By adding n 2 +…+n k with n 1 repetition of e 01 from cluster 1 we reach to (1) . It implies that for reaching from each node to other nodes each edge's weight (e k ) is repeated n-1 times. Since there are n 
Based on the theorem 1, if the minimum length tree (MLT) is chosen from the beginning, the total passed edges' weight over the time is less than the other trees. It is important because as it is already mentioned the edges represent the channel attenuation value, then by minimal summation edges' weight, the channel attenuation become minimal. With the help of Kruskal algorithm [3] , the MLT is extracted. In Fig. 3 , the thick (red) edges are MLT edges for the sample network graph which is illustrated by the dashed (blue) edges.
Extract the Trunk and assigning the Sequential Coordinate: Before assigning the sequential coordinates, the trunk of the MLT is extracted. Nodes degree is the number of connected edges to a node [3] . In this paper, the trunk is defined as the path from the base node to the node with degree one and maximum number of hops. The trunk can be realized by help of Deep First Search (DFS) algorithm [2] . The rest of the network consists of the connected nodes to the trunk. Depending on the nodes degree, it is possible that sub-branches exist. With the repeat of the same procedure, the trunk of the branches could be extracted and the procedure is continued until all the nodes are traced.
During the extraction of the trunk and branches, the nodes coordinates are assigned for routing. If the nodes are on the trunk the first element of their coordinates show their sequence and the rest of the elements are 0. If a branch starts from a node, this node is called root node. If a node is on the branch of the trunk and its root node has maximum degree of three, the first element has the same value as root node's coordinate but the second element is the sequence number from root node and the rest of the elements are zero. This explanation can be repeated for nodes on the sub-branches with the same conditions.
In a case that the root node has degree of m and m is greater than 3, the m-2 coordinates elements after the last non-zero root node coordinates' element is dedicated to the nodes which are connected to the root node and they have not get already any coordinates. Fig. 4 depicts an example with MLT, trunk and branches.
B. Operation Phase: SCAR Procedure
After setting up the algorithm phase, the generated coordinates are distributed among the nodes in network. It can start from its neighbor(s). Now the network can enter the normal operation phase and the messages is routed with a simple routing procedure (Fig. 5) . Suppose that a node with coordinates (a 1 ,…,a n ) receives a message. It looks at the header of the message and finds the destination coordinates (b 1 ,…,b n ) then it starts to compute the next hop coordinates (c 1 ,…,c n ) by the algorithm in Fig 5. Line 6 forwards the message to the trunk and line 10 transfers the message over the trunk and a destination brunch. Afterwards it looks at the received signal strength from node (c 1 ,…,c n ) in last transmission; then it sets its transmission power level and sends the message. All nodes can update their neighbors' required transmission power level whenever they receive a message from them in order to adapt themselves with the changes in the environment.
C. Advantages
In addition to the routing algorithm's expected properties discussed in the first section such as being target-oriented, having easy computation, avoiding the embedding of any element and considering minimum energy consumption, SCAR algorithm has other privileges. Similar to GPRS or LCR [9] , SCAR does not face with void problem [9] [7] . In routing algorithms that are based on the greedy algorithm, the nodes are supposed to choose the closest node to the destination as next forwarding node, but sometimes they are the sole closest node(s) to the destination. This problem is called void problem and it is handled in some way. SCAR does not face with such problem, therefore the complexity of the routing algorithm decreases. Another advantage is that adding sensor to the end of network, where the nodes degree is one, is very easy. Coordinates of added node is assigned by adding just one unit to the last element of neighbor's coordinates. SCAR algorithm can be applied either for usual sensor nodes or cluster-head nodes. In LEACH [15] , the clusterhead connects to the sink directly, but when the size of the network is big and the sensor radio range cannot be covered then SCAR can be applied over the cluster-head for establishing autonomous network.
CONCLUSION
With SCAR algorithm, it is possible to make an autonomous wireless sensor network. In this type of network, the sensors measure the environmental parameters and share their information with other sensors directly. Then the sensors make decisions for actuators to be on/off and send their decisions to others directly without intervene of a center. SCAR does not need any especial embedding element like positioning system element. It considers the low energy consumption and avoids the complexity of facing with void problem. After setting up phase by easy computation in the nodes, the next forwarding node is found. With the SCAR a node is able to send message to any arbitrary node(s) inside the network.
Developing SCAR is prelude for comparison the functionality of the autonomous and the central network. Next step is autonomous and central network simulation in order to compare the control quality in harsh environment. The primary result shows that with autonomous network struct, better quality is achievable.
